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Abstract 
The reasoning and design for an actual physical 
setting organized to have a deliberate rein
forcing effect on the mental development of 
infants is presented as a demonstration of the 
possibilities of design based on knowledge of 
cognitive development and to illustrate the 
theoretical potential of a lingusticaUy con
ceived model of cognitive development keyed to 
classes of visual form. 

Introduction 
If architects are to design so as to confirm or 
transform the cognitive representations by 
which people know the environment it is neces
sary that they understand how these represen
tations are acquired and how the environment 
might be designed to more directly conform to 
and influence such representations. This 
knowledge implies a theoretical comprehension, 
a mental schematization, of cognitive develop
ment and function extending to a linguistic 
conception of the environment itself. 

It is the purpose of this brief paper to sketch 
the process of mental development in children 
as evidenced in the psychological literature, 
(particularly that of Piaget) (1) to present the 
de sign of an environment intended to comple
ment and foster this development, (2) and to 
put forward a normative model for environ
mental information that is based on cognitive 
development and function and which seems to 
have linguistic utility as a framework for re
lating the physical and cognitive worlds. 

Background 
There is a great deal of information, most of 
it only now coming into focus, regarding the 
process of mental development by which the 
infant builds the cognitive foundations for the 
environmental images of later life. (3) Werner, 
Pia get and Bruner have established that 
mental development builds from direct sen
sorimotor activity in concrete physical 
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settings to the symbolic coding and cognitive 
manipulation of abstract thought. Werner has 
recognized three succe s sive levels of develop
ment and termed them sensorimotor, percep
tual and contemplative (4) while Bruner has 
noted that children pas s succes si vely through 
three modes of representing the environment 
which he calls enactive (images recalled as 
actions) the iconic (images recalled in terms 
of their formal and physical properties) and 
the symbolic (images recalled through labels, 
cues and associations) (5). 

Cogniti ve Development 
Piaget has provided a much more detailed 
de sc ription of this ontogenetic progre s sion. 
He tells us that mental development begins 
with functional reflex actions such as sucking, 
touching, etc., in which the child mentally 
accomodates a single action, a group of 
sensations as an isolated event. During the 
first months of life, as long as assimilations 
(of experience into the mind) remain central 
to the organic activity of the subject the 
universe presents neither permanent objects, 
nor objective space nor time interconnecting 
such events as such, nor causality external to 
the personal actions. (6) The child lives in a 
world of his own fragmented actions which 
constitute his means of exploring his world 
and of apprehending the percepts which it 
pre sents. His orIginal "purpo seful mobility" 
(7) is organically motivated yet responsive to 
sensory stimuli. This sensorimotor activity 
soon becomes schematized as a process having 
continuity as the child acquires the ability 
to follow or rediscover by means of coherent 
movements the perceptual im.ages associated 
with his direct sense experience. 

With the subsequent coordination of sight and 
movement growing from this ability he then 
learns to coordinate the different previously 
constituted practical spaces into a single 
system and to form objective groups in the 



field of perception. The infant then becOITles 
able to intercoordinate these groups and ac
quires the ability to conceptualize the world 
beyond the field of iITlITlediate perception to 
a liITlited degree. He reITlains liITlited in that 
conceptualization is tied to the iITlITlediate 
objects of his perception and extends causally 
froITl theITl. 

In the final stage of this initial sensoriITlotor 
period for the "acquisition of perceptual in
variants" reciprocal relations are established 
aITlong and between bodies in ITlotion and at 
rest and the child is able to direct his search 
to cOITlbine scheITlata ITlentally without having 
to directly perceive theITl. With this he 
acquires his sense of hiITlself as an object and 
as an actor in the world. As Piaget says the 
basic organization of reality has occured" to 
the extent that the self is freed froITl itself by 
finding itself and so assigns itself a place as 
a thing aITlong things an event aITlong events. II 

The infants sensoriITlotor intelligence has 
elaborated his understanding of the world 
sufficiently to ITlake sensoriITlotor language 
and representation possible (and) the universe 
is at once substantial and spatial causal and 
teITlporal." He has entered the realITl of 
sYITlbolic cOITlITlunication and abstract thought. 
(8) 

The Design PrograITl 
This description of ITlental developITlent in 
which each stage is integrated in succeeding 
stages has provided the prograITl for the de sign 
of an infant learning environITlent. In the en
vironITlent the new born infant is provided 
with a crib-place containing well-forITled and 
particular sensations each in its own location 
and each possessing a distinct and related 
activity pattern or ITloveITlent to attract and 
hold attention. In this particular design these 
stiITlulus eleITlents have the following distinc-
ti ve fo rITls: sITlall s oft hole s with bottoITls 
that pulse in and out; a curving line of varying 
aITlplitude, a vertical flat surface subject to 
rotation, horizontal surfaces or areas having 
distinct tactile qualities or a bead-bar having 
groupable rather than interITlixed colors, a 
vertical eleITlent cOITlposed of eleITlents de
signed to be lifted, and a particular opening 
or portal at which an adult non-nally appears to 
attend or reITlove the child. It will becoITle 
apparent that these stiITlulus eleITlents are not 
arbitrary but prefigure at the level of initial 
pe rceptions the fo rITlS which in the la rge r in
fant learning environITlent contain the child. 
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Figure 1 

The fixed location of these eleITlents is intend
ed to reinforce the child's atteITlpts to estab
lish the habitual perceptual iITlages of the 
second phase of ITlental developITlent 1:>y con-
fi rITling his expectancy of pe rception in a 
given place, and by reinforcing his prior sen
sations. By ITlaxiITlizing the differences be
tween the sense eleITlents and holding theITl to 
a nUITlber within the organisITls capacity for 
short terITl ITleITlory (within 7 + 2 distinctions) 
(9) the intent is to clarify and ""SITlooth their 
perception. These fixed locations in this 
design also reflects the eITlpirical evidence 
which suggests that the child's first percep
tions are scheITlatized in terITlS of the ITlove
ITlent of the body and its cOITlponant parts. (10) 
The design of the crib-place further acknow
ledges the action focus sed, egocentric, and 
organically ITlotivated res'?onse of the infant 
to individual stiITluli. 

The second stage of developITlent, charac
terized by the continuity of recognition (con
strained by the attention span and complexity 
of the ITlotivating stiITluli and tending toward 
the construction of a cohe rent repre sentation 
intagrating the iITlages of the perceptual events 
of the fi r st stage) is reinfor ced by scaling the 
nesting place to the liITlited sensoriITlotor do
ITlain of the infant. bounding it and containing 
the visual field to provide a stable background 
against which activity patterns and sense 
eleITlents ITlay be holistically perceived. 
This containment helps the infant to concen
trate on the limited nUITlber of activity centers 
and locate theITl in space relative to hiITlself. 
It also prefigures the fixed systeITls of ref
erence which follow the egocentric stage in 
that once the child has a coherent represen
tation of his nesting place he is in a position 
to transfer the center, the node, of this 
organization to SOITle fixed reference object 
or landITlark. It is iITlportant to note that 
this partially enclosed environITlent is only one 
of ITlany that the infant is experiencing (car, 
carriage, house, etc.) but it is the one 



scaled to and centered on him and easiest for 
him to physically explore, and thus comprehend. 

As the infant mentally assimilates the organi
zation of this partially closed environment its 
design encourages him to discover the objects 
near at hand but partially concealed by its 
boundary. Thus, the environment fosters the 
formation of the inside-outside schemata and 
reinforces the child in his now complementary 
ability to crawl and explore. The bounded 
domain which the "nest" represents when per
cei ved either from the inside or the outside, 
helps to distinguish its object character for the 
child. 

Figure 2 

He is either inside the domain and identified 
with it or outside and therefore related to it. 
The domocentric or home based image which 
older children typically manifest as the basis 
of their first fixed reference system is na
turally reinforced by this experience. (11) 

Figure 3 

The child's own nest becomes the node or 
place in the path or route representation which 
the infant subsequently develops. (12) The 
learning environment surrounding the node
cave of the child is composed of other distinct 
form-places which he can visit and learn in the 
manner of his original nesting place. Thus, his 
universe is enlarged and his sense of himself 
as an actor in a stable world containing other 
actors like himself is reinforced. 

Fully locomotive, at around 18 months and 
possessing words and representations of ob
jects in the world, the infant,still within the 
sensorimotor egocentric level of development, 
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enters the realm of symbolic meaning and 
communication. This symbolic capacity is 
reinforced in the design of the environment 
by reintroducing the forms of the initial sense 
elements of the crib-place at a new and larger 
scale-that of the extended infant learning land
scape itself. Indeed, the original sense ele
ments are now revealed to be interpretations 
of the highly imageable classes of form which 
Kevin Lynch has identified in the recalled 
images of a significant number of residents in 
Boston, Los Angeles and Jersey City. (Three 
notably different urban environments.) He has 
suggested that the five classes of elements by 
which people form their image of these cities 
were: Nodes, points or intensive foci which 
people may come to, enter and leave; paths 
or channels of movement; edges or boundaries 
which break or contain the continuity of ex
perience; districts, domains or areas which 
have a recognizable identity, character or 
form; and landmarks or point references which 
are external to the observer and are singled 
out for purposes of identification structuring 
or orientation (l3). 

.~ I 
Figure 4 

It is suggested that not only do these elements 
represent important primitive classes of a 
symbolic visual language or code but that the 
sequence of their acquisition and integration is 
as given above, 1. e.; first the egocentered 
node, then the action-continuous path from the 
egocenter, then the edge, boundary or surface 
of the object acted upon, succeeded by the 
area or district as the conceptually bounded 
abstractly known sensorimotor domain, and 
the landmark as the fixed reference point to 
which this objectified image is transferred. 

Figure S 



The design of the basic crib-place of the infant 
lea rning em'i ronment physically reflects and 
complernents this sequence. In the larger 
infant learning landscape in which these places 
are located ho,,'e\'e r, each forn'l-place corn
bines the character of the node, the district and 
and the landmark in order to com,plernent the 
egocentric sensorinlOtor stage of the infant. 
Said othendse the object character of the 
nesting places are the don'linant features of the 
landscape just as the initial activity centered 
sense elenlents were the prevalent foci within 
the crib-place. But the larger infant learning 
land s ca pe is als 0 de signed in te rIns of the 
syrnbolic character of the five elen'lental forn'l 
cla sse s to rnanife st the la rge r wo rId; the 
buildings and cities into which the children will 
grow. A description of the learning landscape 
in \\'hich indhidual ne st place 5 ar e de signed 
as fornl class elen'lents will present this in
terpretation. 

The 

Figure 6 

In the top left of the plan of the two conven
tional school rooms which will contain the 
landscape is a nature place of organic for11'1s 
and textures, containing a growing tree, a 
rock, and \\'ater course syr11'bolic of the coun
tryside and recreation. Its oval crib-places 
range agains the corner \,'aIls and a sick bed 
is sheltered near at hand. 

Figure I' 

From this place a road rises and then falls to 
pass the opening to a cave-like space, a quiet 
dorned place of 111ystery, social intinlacy and 
passi\'eness \\-hich provides a sociopetal rein
forcen1ent, synlbolic of the council chan1ber or 
sacred place. 

Figure 8 

Opposite from the entrance to this cave-like 
sepulchr-e the road rises to a high withdrawn 
space giving a view of the whole (from the top 
of the lTIountain as it were). This space pro
vides the infant with a chance to objectify and 
reinforce his in1age of the landscape as a whole. 
From this cluster of relatively organic forms 
a hard surfaced"road" symbolic of the highway 
and serving as the actual channel of move-
ment for both toddlers and adults extends 
toward the places of great socialization and 
work. Its sometirnes curving and eventually 
straight form reinforces the line of m,ovement 
it represents while allowing for places along 
the way to entertain delay and inform the 
toddler. 

Figure 9 

One tUrn in the road leads through a walled 
hard surfaced enclosure filled with man-made 
artefacts and toys symbolic of the work place 
or factory. This geon'letrically regular, 
Euclidean space is organized to present incre
n'lents, intervals of movernent, patterns and 
measures to reinforce the developm,ent of 
abstract, rational, coordinative thonght. 

Figure 10 

The other fork of the road passes a tower 
functioning as a toten'l, a landmark, nlarking 
the place of greatest socialization, the eating 



area. Besides this traditional function as an 
orienting landmark or reference marker for a 
place of meeting, the tower symbolize s man's 
achievelnent vertically and individuality in a 
sociofugal form reinforced by the ITlOund on 
which it stands. 

Figure 11 

Individual prowess and dramatic physical 
achievement is reinforced by incorporating 
ascending musical notes culminating in a bell 
at the top which an enterprising infant may, 
with some difficulty, learn to ring. All of the 
spaces and forms are reinforced by appropriate 
sounds,textures and colors. For example the 
cacophonic sounds,strong colors and hard sur
faces of the walled work place are differentiat
ed from the melodic sounds, warm colors and 
varied textures of the nature setting. The form 
places are also differentiated in the way they 
reinforce sensorimotor skills. 

Significance of the Setting 
From a functional point of view each form 
place (except for the rectilinear walled en
closure) provides an identifiable home for 
three infants and a caregiver (parent figure). 
Each is provided with a changing station (a 
surrogate for the bathroom in a house). Each 
is sufficiently di stinct in its spatial quality to 
allow a comprehensive range of spatial ex
periences to facilitate the separation of active 
and sleeping infants, and to allow for the study 
of the effects of various spatial settings on the 
behavior of both infant and caregiver. 

Most importantly this infant learning land
scape is designed as a visually integrated 
sensorily organized physical setting, scaled 
to the infant, and manifesting knowledge of 
his mental development. It is a physical hypo
thesis, an experimental setting through which 
to examine the effect of the environment on the 
mental development of infancy and to learn 
more about how the perceptions of infancy 
come to prefigure and influence those of adult 
life. It is not as most nurseries and day-care 
facilities, merely a conventional adult scaled 
room filled with unintegrated furnishings 
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designed to make child care less demanding of 
adults and filled with miscellaneous toys 
designed to serve narrow and uncoordinated 
learning tasks. 

Instead, such an infant learning landscape as is 
here proposed might fulfill four of the goals 
desirable in educational day care facilities to
day: it would invite the infant to extend him
self toward greater confidence and competence 
in the exploration of his surroundings; foster 
development of a coherent, cognitive model 
of the larger world; encourage strong social 
relationships with adults and other children, 
and for staff, provide surroundings that are 
content rich as well as functional. 

A Theoretical Framework 
A linguistic conception, a theory of descrip
tion, communication and analysis of the 
environment itself may follow from the em
pirically supported pattern of cognitive 
development which has informed this design. 
This conception, at the level of a form class 
categorization, recognizes an heirarchical 
structure in Lynch's five elements of image
ability that is progressively more complex 
and abstractly integrated in a manner keyed to 
cognitive development. 

This system of cognitive destinctions appears 
to have direct and important relationships 
to architectural theory, problem solving 
thought, information handling and even lan
guage itself. (14) 

It may be simply characterized by the following 
mapping of the ontogenesis of cognitive de
velopment onto Lynch's elements. 

ENACTIV£ :CONIC SYMBOLIC 

EGOCEN'TER ACTIVITY PERCEIVED RELATIONAL REFERENT 
FORM SCHEMA OBJECT 

-l- .J, .J, .J, .J.. 
NODE PATH BOUNDARY DJ.':>1 BleT LANDMARK 

Figure 12 

It will be noticed that this scheme manifests 
the ernpir'ically confirmed dilnensions of 
cognitive development; from concrete to 
abstract, from fused to differentiated, from 
egocer. trism to perspectivisim, and from 
immediate change to functional flexi bili ty 
with stability over time. (15) The mapping 
onto Lynch's elements implies a similar 



sequence of developIT1ent and integration in the 
use of these elernents for structuring the 
n"lental ilnages which they nlanifest. Experi
lTIental confirTD.ation of these relationships 
would have ilnportant ranifications with re
gard to the cognitive organization of percep·
tions, as wel1 as the theory of lTIan-environ
ment relations. 

The schelTIe offers the rudhnents of a 
of architecture in that it lends an operational 
hUIT1anistic interpretation to the archetypal 
elelTIents of architecture in a neanner which 
integrates the distinctions of classical archi
tectural theory. 

USEH BEHAVIOR INT'ERFACE SIf !JCTL'Rf<: F.LEMEN"j'-; 

J, .j.. .j.. .j.. -t 
ACTl\TI\ MOVEMENT SURF ACf_ SPACE MASS 
SET11NG CHANNEL 

J, J, J, .j.. 
HOU;;}: 1' ,)'\', \~ :, I , TOW ER 
(CAVE) II"'\<:': 1>" (MOUNTAIN I 

Figure 13 

Norberg Schultz has described spedalized 
constructs of space ·which help us orient and 
adopt to various aspects of the environlTIent 
which can be Inapped onto H18 proDosed schenle 
to provide an integrated theory elf spatial 
de sc ription keyed to cognitive developn"lent. 
Norberg Schultz notes: 

"We have so far distinguished between 
five space concepts: the praglTIatic 
space of physical action, the perceptual 
space of inllTIediate orientation, the 
existential space which fornes IT1an's 
stable im.age of his environlTIent, 
the cognitive space of the physical world 
and the abstract space of pure logical 
relations. PraglTIatic space integrates 
lTIan with his natural 'organic' environ
nee nt, perceptual space is essential 
to this identity as a person, existential 
space lTIakes hilTI belong to a social 
and cultural totality, cognitive space 
rneans that he is able to think about 
space, and logical space, finally, of
fers the tool to describe the others. 
The series shows a growing abstraction 
frOln praglnatie space at the 'lowest' 
level to logical space at the top. that 
is, a growing content of 'inforlTIation'. 
Cybernetically, thus, the series is 
controlled from. the top, while its 
vital energy rises up fron, the 
bottonl." (16) 
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A clarification of these concepts consistent 
with the would be pragmatic, functi onal , 

and synlbolic space. 

J\/10re generally it is that the 
stages of rnental developlTIent nlanifest then"l
selves for all of us in the worldng through of 
any process of thinking. (17) An interpreta

of the proposed systelTI according to 
role s ha s be en explo red in the 

o of in1'> sciplinary teanes in 
group dynamic settillbc. and in the study of 
info rma tion handling clynaIT1ic s in actual pro b
lem solving with salutory effect. (18) Tn this 
interpretation of the distinctions the roles 
and the types of infonnation associated with 
theln are; 

i)I)El' 

t t t l t 
Rei<,d<l.tD'" !)t"GCi',l\lral f\r"'''ntatl(lnal Rdab ,roal ! )('~\,.:tldll'" 

Figure I-t 

These inforn"lation types and roles and the 
relationships implied by the theory ha\'e been 
the b~· si. s for the de sign of cOlnprehensi ve 
linguistically conceived, cornputer oriented 
inforneation systerns to facilitate cOlTIlnunica
tion and design. (19) 

Conclusion 
This brief theoretical outline does no justice 
to the full ilTIplicatiol1 of the line of reasoning 
it suggests. Nor does it adequately represent 
the facility of this conlparatively developed 
neodel of cognitive developlTIent as a norlTIative 
fralTIework for integrating and structuring 
large quantities of both elTIpirically validated 
and philosophically deterlTIined inforlTIation. 
It has proven to be an epistelTIological IT10del 
of real utility to the author and one which 
offers the advantage of a linguistie flexibility 
applicable to both the physical environlTIent 
and the cognitive world which is the individuals 
prevailing reality. 

This outline of a general theory has been 
sketched here in relationship to the design of 
an infant learning environlTIent in order to 
suggest the notion that architects who relate 
their design to knovtledge of cognitive psycho
logy m.ay find theIT1selves involved in a univer. 
sal linguistic systeIT1 not founded on historic 



styles, or geonletric combinations but on 
hun,an experience with, and understanding of, 
architecture. They will discover a new con
ceptual foundation for architecture that e=
braces symbolic content and =eaning as well 
as the traditional notions of form, function 
and technology or =ass surface and space. (20) 
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